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1. Introduction 
Let TQTFXTG be an arbitrary tree transformation induced by a top-down 
or bottom-up tree transducer A. It is said that A preserves regularity if T(R) 
is a regular forest for each regular forest R ^ T F . It is natural to raise the question 
whether the regularity preserving property of tree transducers is decidable or not. 
This question was positively answered for bottom-up transducers in [4]. Even more, 
it was shown that a bottom-up transducer preserves regularity if and only if it is 
equivalent to a linear bottom-up transducer. Concerning top-down transducers 
we have quiet different results. Although every linear top-down transducer preserves 
regularity as linear top-down tree transformations form a (proper) subclass of 
linear bottom-up transformations (cf. [2]), there are deterministic regularity pre-
serving top-down tree transducers having no linear bottom-up equivalent. Another 
distinction lies in the fact that there is no algorithm which can decide the regularity 
preserving property of top-down transducers (cf. Theorem 2). However, restricting 
ourselves to deterministic top-down transducers we obtain positive result (cf. 
Theorem 1). 
The notations will be used in accordance with [1]. Recall that a top-down tree 
transducer A=(F, A, G, A0, I ) is called uniform if each rewriting rule in I is 
of the form a/— qia^, ..., anxn) where w^O, f£F„, a, a±, ..-., a„£A and q€TG n. 
In addition, if q is always linear (cf. [2]) then A is called linear. These concepts 
extend to top-down tree transducers with regular look-ahead, as well. Further-
more, one-state top-down tree transducers and their induced transformations will be 
called homomorphisms. If A is a homomorphism then we omit the single state 
in the presentation of I . 
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2. Deterministic top-down transducers 
Let A = ( F , A, G, a0, I ) be an arbitrary deterministic top-down transducer 
kept fixed in this section. Put T = T a . If there exist 
n1,nt,m1,m2^0, a£A"', b£Am•, c £An', d £Am*, p0, p ^ f p ^ 
P*tTP, q0£TCini+mi, q ^ f ^ , RX€ qt€T&, r ¿Tp 
such that we have 
aoPo^> q0(ax"S, BX^) , 
a i Pi1 ̂  qi (cxi2), bxi 1 1 4 rx (dxro, 
C P 2 2 ^ > Q 2 , D P ^ 4 R 2 , 
{flil«e[nj} = fol^M, {Mi6[mj} = R l i e M , 
and both and r t contain an occurence of a symbol from G then we say that 
A satisfies condition (*) . Observe that our conditions imply that ni,mi>Q(i=\, 2). 
We are going to prove that A preserves regularity if and only if ( * ) is not 
satisfied by A. The necessity of this statement can be proved easily. 
Lemma 1. If A preserves regularity then A does not satisfy condition (*) . 
Proof. Assume that A satisfies condition ( * ). Then, using the notations of the 
definition above, set R—{p0(Pi{..(Pi(P2)).••))!"—0}- -R is regular and x(R) consists 
n-times 
of trees 9 o(r n , s n)(»sO, r„6rsss„€rs" ) with the property that n-=rn (r„)<rn (r„+1), 
n<rn (s„)<rn(s„+1)1. Suppose that X(R) is recognizable by a deterministic tree 
automaton D=(G, D, £>„). Let n>m 1 ( l+v(G) + . . .+v(G) | D |- 1) be an arbitrary 
fixed integer. As (<7o(r„, s„))D€Z>0 also there is a vector of trees Tg1 with 
dp (s)<|Z>| and (q0(rn, S))d£D0. However, as dp(s)<|Z>| we obtain that r n ( s ) S 
3=^(1+v(G)-K. .+v(G) | f l | - 1 ) . This contradicts X(R)=T(T>). Therefore, T(R) 
is not regular, as was to be proved. 
To prove the converse of Lemma 1 first we show that T(domr) is regular 
if A does not satisfy (*) . This will be carried out by constructing a linear deter-
ministic top-down tree transducer with regular look-ahead such that T(domr) = 
= tA '(dom TA')- The construction of A' will be made by the help of other tree 
transformations. Thus, we shall have the transformations indicated by the figure 
below: 
1 rn (r„) —rn (rn i)-f. . .-frn(rnni)j m(Sn) is similarly defined. 
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We begin with the definition of F". First let F= U Fn, F„= {(/, C, <p, ip)\f£Fn, 
nSO 
C^zB, (p: B-»P(A),\j/: A>->-A for a subset BQA}, i.e. q> is a mapping of B into 
the power-set of A and \j/ is a partial function on A. Now the type F" is defined 
by F: = FnUFn (ns=0). _ _ 
The F-depth (dp (p)) and F-width (\vd (p)) of a tree p £ TF,. are defined by 
dp(i>) = 0, wd(p) = wd0(p) = 0 if p£F0, 
d p ( p ) = 1, w d ( p ) = wd0(p) = 1 if p£F0, 
dp (p) = max {dp (p;) | i £ [n]}, wd (p) = max | J " wd0 (p,), wd (p;) | i £ [n]J, 
n 
wd0(p) = ^wdoip , ) if p = f ( P i , •••,P„) with n > 0, f £ F n , ¡=i 
Pit ••••,Pn£Tp„, 
d p ( p ) = 1 + max {dp(p;)|i€[«]}, wd(p) = max {1, wd(/7;)|/fE[)i]}, 
wd0(p) = 1 if p = f(px, ..., p„) where n > 0, f£F„, 
Pi, •••,Pn£TF;. 
If n, m are given nonnegative integers then Tin>m) denotes the set of all trees p£TF„ 
with .dp (p)<n and wd (p)Sm. 
We shall frequently use an equivalence relation denoted by ~ on TF~. Given 
p, q£ TFr,, p~q if and only if one of the following three conditions holds: 
(i) p,q£TF, 
(") P=f(Pi, —,Pn), <l=f(<li, •••>9N) with N = 0 , / € F „ , ph and 
Pi~Qi ('€[«]), 
(iii) />=/\>(/>i, ...,P„), 4=4o(<7i, with «>0 , p0,q0eTFjn, Pi,q£TF„, 
rt (pd, rt {q^F 0'6[«]). 
If p£ TF, then [p] denotes the block containing p under the partition induced by 
The next statement can be proved in an easy way. 
Lemma 2. [p] is a regular forest for any p€ TF„. 
Now we introduce the transducer U. U=(F , U, F", u0, I") where 
U = {(5, B', C, <p, xp)\B QA,B'^B,CQB,(p:B^ P(A), ip: A >- A}, 
<30=({a0}, 0,0, q>, i//) with <p(.a0)={a0} and \j/(a)-b if and only if a=b=a0. 
I" is determined as follows. 
Let u=(B, B', C, (p,\jj) b e a n arbitrary element of U, f£F„(n^ 0). Assume 
that in I there is a rule with left side af for any U(p(B). That is, U (p(B) = 
= {%, ..., at, au, ..., ahl, ..., aln, ..., aln„} (I, lu ..., /„^0) and 
a j * ?i(b/ixi", . . . , [/]), 
d i j f + C i j X j i Z W l j ] , j i [ n ] ) , 
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where ku^0 ( i < m , M n ] ) , q ^ t G i i l - X , k,= ¿ k u (/€[/]), bu£Ak.j ( ig [ / ] , /€[«] ) , 
Then I " is the smallest set of top-down rewriting rules satisfying (i) and (ii) 
below. 
(i) If \{a£B\(p(a)n{a1,...,al}^0}\^2 or 
| {a£B'\<p(a)n{alt...,a,}*d}\*l o r 
|{a£.ff—C|<p(a)fl {a 1 ; . . . , a,} ^ 0}| £ 1 or 
| C | S 2 and |{a€.%(fl )n{ai , . . . ,a ,}*0} |s l and 
k, = (5, B', C', <p„ fa) (i€[n]), 
C' = {a6JS|<p(a)n{a1, . . . , a , } * 0 } , 
p,(a) = U(^ l |fl ie9>(a))U{c7i |aJi€v(a)} KM), 
where B}i denotes the set of components of the vector b7i (/€[/], /£[«]), \l/i(a)=b 
if and only if (/6 [«] ) , /=( / , C', <p, i>) then 
(ii) If not (i), i.e. / = 0 or 
/ = 1 , C = {ax} and 
and for each /£[«] 
U i =(5 , 5 ' , C, <p„ fa), 
(Pi is the same as in the previous case, 
¡¡/—ij/o^l with <j/'i(a)=b if and only if a=aJh b = c}i (j€[h])> 
then 
Observe that U is a deterministic top-down relabeling. The following pro-
perties of U will be used without any reference. First, if up=>q(y(xx, ...,*„)) 
(«2:0, u£U, v£Un) and p,q£TF<n then p=q. Secondly, let a£A k (k^O) be 
arbitrary and identify a with the state u-{B,B',%,(p,^i) where 5={ai|i'6[A:]}, 
B'={ai\i£[k], 3j£[k] i ^ j , (p(a) = {a) if a£B and ij/(a)=b if and only 
if a=b£B. Denote by aa the transformation TU(u) and similarly, put T0(=TA(0|) k 
(/'€[&]). Then, for any p£TF,p£domoa if and only if p £ n d o m r f l . . ¡=i 
In the next few lemmata we shall point to further connections between A and U. 
Lemma 3. If A does not satisfy condition ( * ) then dp(<ra(p))<2|^|2||/4||2 
holds for any a£A k (k^O) and p£TF provided that aa(p) is defined and there 
exist trees r£fF1 and fG k with fl0r=>r'(ax*). 
' ' A 
Proof. Let L = |y4|2||/4||2 and suppose that a 0 r i - r ' ( ax£) and d p ( a a ( p ) ) ^ 2 L . 
Then and there exist p0,...,/>2L-i€i>,i> Pzl^Tf, q0, ..., 
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wx, ..., w2L€t/ such that 
P = PO{-• <J>2L)-), 1 = ?<>(••• £.)•••)> 
( * * apo=>?o(« i* i ) , 1*1) 0 = 1, . . . , 2 L - 1 ) , u2Lp2L=> q2L, 
u u o 
furthermore, rt(?,)eF, say, rt (?,) = (/¡, C f, <pu xj/;) (i = \, ..., 2L). Let £>!= 
Q i . - iUC 2 L . It is not difficult to see by the definition of U that 
for any i£[L] there exist indices j^k-, (jiy &;€[&]) with aJt, akl£Di. On the other 
hand, as Z, = |,4|2||/l||2, there exist -= /2 (L, i2£[L]) such that a}. =a<. , ak. = li ii 
= ak., Sh = Si2 and Ttl = Ti2 where Si and Tt are defined by Si=(p2i-1(aj.) 
and Ti={J((p2i-1(aJ)\j£[k],j9ij,). Without loss of generality we may take jh=jit=l 
a n d klx=ki= 2. 
As a nip) is defined also t ai(p) is defined for any i£[k]. Thus, if rx= 
=Po{-- (.PV1-2)---), r2=p2h-1(...(p2l2-2)..-), r3=^2 i2-i( . . .(^2 t). . .) then the derivations 
ai'-1=> si (cixj1), (a i , . . . ,a i k)ri-1:J-t1(dixi ,9, 
A A 
A A c 2r | | 24s 3 , d 2 r ^ 4 t 3 A A 
exist where s^tGini, t ¿ t f c ^ , s2£f£;„2, t 2 e f^ m 2 , s t a n d c £ A \ 
¿¡6A™> 0 = 1 ,2 ) . " " 
Since 1, 2£Z)j1 we have that both s2 and t2 contain an occurence of a symbol 
from G. Furthermore, as the sets Sh, Sh, Th and Th coincide with the set of 
components of c l5 c2, dt and d2, respectively, it follows that Ci and dx have the 
same set of components as c2 and d2. 
By 
a0 r 0 i ) f r' (Sl (cx xJO, ti (dx xi-0), A 
C i r ^ S a (c2 xj *), 12 (d2 xp), 
A A 
c 2 r 2 2 i s 3 , d 2 r ^ 4 t 3 
this yields that A satisfies condition (*) , which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 4. Let a£Ak (k^O) be arbitrary. Put B= {a;|i6[/c]} and assume that 
ap0 =>Po(u(xi, *„))> ap'0 =>p'0(u'(X, ..., x„)), U v ' U X 
up=>q, u'p'=>q', 
U U 
rt(q) = rt(q')CF" 
where n^O,p0,p'0iTF,„, p, p'£7%, q, q '€7>, u, u '£Un . 
Then n^\A\ and Tb(p0(p))=Tb(pi(p)) for any b£B. 
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Proof. Suppose that rt (qd=(fh Ch <p„ \[/,) (/'€[«])• It is not difficult to see by 
the definition of U that for any /£[«] there is a state b£B with ^¡(¿0 being defined 
and bp0=> ipiifyXi- Therefore, n^\B\ and also n^\A\. Similarly, for each b£B 
A 
* * 
there is an integer /£[«] such that 4/,(b) is defined and bp0 => \pi(b)xh bp'0 => ^¡(Z;)*;. 
A A 
From this rb(p0(p))=rb(p'Q(p)) follows immediately. 
Lemma 5. Let a£Ak (A;>0) and define the set B as previously. Set B' = 
= i ^ j , Oi—aj} and assume that 
aPo(/G>i, •~,Pi-i,x1,pi+1, • . . ,£„))=> r 0 ( / ( r l 5 . . . . r ^ , i/Xj, r i + 1 , . . . , r j ) , 
* 
aPo(f(pi, •••. Pi-i, Pu••• > />n))^''o(/0"i> •••, K+i, •••. O ) . 




rt(s) = rt(s0 €Fm, 
where «>0 , m^O, i£[ri\,p0,p'0£fFtl,f£FnJ=(fC, q>,\lj)fFn,Pj,Pj£TF, r0, 
rj, r'j£TF„ (/€["]-{'})> qo,q'o£TF<m, q, q s , s v , v ' € t / m . 
If | C | S 2 or C D 5 V 0 then x„(p0(f(p1,...,pi_1,q0(q),pi+1,...,pny)) = 
=^b{Po(f(Pi, -,Pi-i,q'M,Pi+i, -,Pn))) is valid for any b£B. If |C| = 1 and 
CC\B'=0 then we have the same equality for any b£B—C. Furthermore, m^\A\. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 4. 
By succesive applications of the previous two lemmata we obtain 
* Lemma 6. Assume that ap=>-q where a £ A , q£7c, k^O. If ••• 
A 
• 
...~o ,a(/'t) then there is a tree p0ZTF with ca(p0)~(Ta(Pi) and ap§ => q. Further-
A 
k 
more, if r £ n d o m T a . then wd (tra(r))^ \A\. 
i=l 
Lemma 7. Let a£Ak (k^O), f£Fn («£0), b,7€^m<y (wl7i=0, /£[£], ./£[«]) and 
n 
m, mi= 2 mij)- Assume that each of the productions a j ^ 
j=i 
bax^1 , (/£[&]) is in Z. Furthermore, let />„/>,'€ 7V, c,=(bu> ...,bki) 
(/€[«]). Then a^pd-^ipd ('€["]) implies oa(f(pi, ...,pn))~<ra(f(pi, ...,p'S). 
Proof. The proof will be carried out in case of « = 1 only. As « = 1 we may 
simplify our notations: put p=p1, p'=p[, b—b,! (/'€[&]), 0 = 0!. Moreover, let 
B' = {ai\i£[k], 3Mk] a~aj}, C ={c,\i£[ 2 ntj]}, C ' = 
j = 1 
k k 
= { c № \ . 2 m j ] > i V / , c,=c,,}. J=1 J=1 
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As p, p'(L Pi H dom rb¡. and the productions above exist also f(p), f(p')£ 
i = 1 j = l 
k 
£ f l dom xa¡. This implies that both c a ( / (p ) ) and <ra(f(p')) are defined. 
¡=1 
In the remaining part of the proof we shall make some transformations on the 
trees f(oc(p)) and f(oc(p')) by the help of a deterministic top-down tree trans-
ducer V = (F", V, F", v?, Iv)- In this transducer V = {u0}U {(Z), \¡/)\D g B, 
\¡/: A >—A} and ly consisits of the following five types of rules: 
(i) If qi = xi for every /€[£:] then 
® o / - / ( ( 0 , 
where iJ/(a)=b if and only if a=at and b=ba for an index i£[k]. 
(ii) If D = {ai\i£[k], q t ^ X j ) is not empty then 
Vof~(f,D, <p, </0((£>, 
where (p: B^-P(A), (p(a)={a}(a£B)m, moreover, \j/(a)=a if a£B, \j/(a) is undefined 
if a$B; ip1(a)=a if a£C, otherwise \¡/1 (a) is undefined. 
(iii) (D, iP)g^g((D, <P)Xl,..., (D, <A)x,)€Zv for any (D, i¡/)eV and g€F, ( / s0 ) . 
(iv) If (D, IJ/)£V, D'QC and either |D |>1 or J i l f i V 0 or • 
{a, | {babimi} fl D V 0 } * 2> then 
(D, ijf)(g, D', cp', i/O - (g, D", cp", r)((.D", <Pi)x1, ..., (D", MxfcZy 
fo r . any (g, D', cp', \I/')£F, ( / ^0 ) with <p':C^P(A) where D"= {a,|i€[*], 
m, 
{ i a , . . , U n f V 0 ) ; cp": B—P(A) and <p"(aj= [J <p'(bu) (i€[*]); 
j=i 
and i¡/ i(a)=b if and only if a=b and a occurs in the right side of a rule cg-~s£ I 
with c£ U(p'(C). 
(v) If (D,\I/)£V, D'QC, furthermore |/)| = 1, DDB^=0 and [a^k], 
{ba, . . . ,6 i m i}n .DV0}=Z> then for every (g, D', cp', i¡f%F, with cp': C-~P(A) 
• (D, D', cp', P) - g((A ..., (D, >h)Xl)av 
where ^i=i¡for\¡ and t]¡(á)=b if and only if ag-+bx¡£1. 
It can be seen that TV(f(oc(pj))=o¡í(f(pf) and xv(f(ac(p')))=<j:,(f(p')). On 
the other hand, by ac(p)~ac(p') it follows that T\,(f(ac(p)))^rv(f(ac(p'))). There-
fore, <ra(/(/?))~c7a(/(/)), as was to be proved. 
• We now turn to the definition of F'. For every integer i s 1 let K¡ denote 
the maximal number of occurences of the variable x¡ in the right side of a rule 
in I. Put ^R=max {1, A¡|ÍÉ[V(F)]}, F „ ' K = F „ (n^O) and F'm = 0 otherwise. 
As it was mentioned we introduce two homomorphisms QQTFXTF, and 
E'^TF'XTF connecting TF and TF,. The rules defining Q are / -» / (x f , ..., x*) 
(f£F„, N^O), while the rules corresponding to Q' are f-*f(xll,...,x¡) (/£F„, 
nSO) with ..., i„Í[nK]— [(« — 1)JC]. Observe that Q is deterministic and we 
have Q'(e(p))-{p} for any p£TF. 
We continue by defining the transducer A ' = ( F ' , A', G, a'0, E'). In this 
6* 
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system A'={(a,B, B')\a£B, BQA, B'QB), a'0=(a0, {a0}, 0 ) and I' is the 
smallest set of rewriting rules with the following property. 
Let / > 0 , B = {ai, ...,a^A, B' = {ami, ..., amJ ( l á m ^ . ^ m ^ / ) , a = 0l. 
Assume that the rules a , /—^(a^x í " , ..., afnx*'n) are in I where n^O, f(LF„, 
0, B,jeAku, q i £ f a , k n + . . . + ( ' £ [ / ] . [«])• Furthermore, let r>6r(2|/i |2 |M||2 , \A\), 
and set Rj= {p£TF,, | e ' (p)^f fb / (M)} (/£[«])> where b ; = ( a i ; , . . . , a ( ; , amjJ, ..., am(J). 
Rj is regular by Lemma 2 and some results in [2]. Finally, denote by B¡ the 
set of components of by and put Bj={b£A\b occurs at least twice in by} 0'€[«]), 
c¡j=a1{J (i£[n], j£[ku]), ki=klt(I€[H]). Then the rule 
((a, B, BT)f~ 9 l ( ( c u , B,, B[)xlf . . . , ( c l k l , Bx, B¡)xki, ... 
•••> (c„i, -S„, -60*(n-i)K + l) (cn*„> B^)x(n-1)K + kJ, 
Ri, ••••> Ri, •••, Rn, •••> Rn) 
it-times fC-íimes 
is in I ' . 
Observe that with the definition above A' becomes a linear deterministic 
top-down tree transducer with regular look-ahead. Just as in case of A" we may 
treat any vector a£A l — but now with / > 0 — as an element of A': if a£A' ( / > 0 ) 
9 then identify a with (au B, B') where 5 = {a¡|/6[/]}, B'= {a¡\i£[l], /,€[/] i j, a,=a,}. * 
Assume that ap=><? (p£TF,, q£Ta). Then one can easily prove that q'(p)g A' 
I 
Q P| dom Ta.. However, there is a much more close connection between A and 
¡=1 
A'. This is shown by Lemmata 8 and 9. In these Lemmata we shall assume that 
A does not satisfy condition (*) . 
Lemma 8. r ( d o m t ) Q r ' ( d o m t')-
Proof. We shall prove that if a0p0 <70(axí) and a p ' ^ q where &>0, p0zfF l 5 A A ' 
A * 
P£TF, Q0£TG K, q67c, a € A K then also aQ(J>)=> From this the statement fol-' A' 
lows by taking p0=Xy. 
* 
If dpQ?)=0, i.e. p£F0> then &g(p) => is obviously valid. We proceed by A' 
induction on dp (p). Therefore, suppose that dp (p)=-0 and the proof is done 
for trees with depth less than dp(/>). Then p=f(pi, •••, p„) where f£F„, 
Pi>--->Pn^TF and dp fp¡)<dp (p) (/'£[«]). As the generalization to arbitrary n is 
straigthforward we shall deal with n = 1 only. Since ap* =>• q there exist rules 
A 
a j ^ r ^ x ^ l de[k], / t s 0 , r,£tBill,b£A'i) such that b;pi<4 s, and qt = r,(s,) 
hold for some s¡£Tl¿. Put l = lt+... + lk, b=(bx, ..., bfc), B = {b\b occurs in b}, 
B'={b\b occurs at least twice in b}. As a0p0(f(xi))=j> ^(^(bixi 1) , r*(bkxik))and 
bp[ =>• (Si, ..., s j we have that ab(p,) is defined, o^p^TillAfWAW2, ¡A¡) (cf. 
A 
Lemmata 3 and 6). Set /?={//£rf,|e'0')iiffb"1([<7b(/>i)])- By the construction of 
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A' we know that (af-^r^bn, B, B')x..., (blh, B, B')xh), R, ..., R) is in I. Now, 
X-times 
* if / 1 = 0 then we get aQ(p)=>qi immediately. If ^ > 0 then we obtain 
A 
* * (¿»u, B, B')g(p1) => ¿n, ..., (blh, B, B')g(p1)=> Sv by the induction hypothesis. 
A' - A ' 
* 
As g ip^dR we again have aQ(p)=>qi. 
A' 
Lemma 9. T' (dom T')QT (dom T). 
* 
Proof. We are going to show that if ap'=> q where (/>0) p'£TF,,q£TG 
A' 
then there exist trees r£7V» and / ^ ( ^ ( [ r ] ) with £'(/>') ^ ¡ T ^ l / ] ) and axp=>- q. 
If dp (/»')=0 then it is trivial: take p=p', r=cra(p). Assume now that this state-
ment is valid for trees with depth less than dp(p') and dp ( p ' ) s l . Then 
p'=f(p[,...,p'nK) («>0) with dp (p[), . . . ,dp (p'„K)<dp (p'). We shall restrict 
* 
ourselves to the case n=1. Since ap'=> q we get 
A' 
(a/-* <7o((6i, A . . . , (6,, B, B')xk),R, ...,R)er, 
K-times 
(bi,B,B')P;^qi ami p'iiR (»€[*]), A 
for some k (O^k^K), blt ...,bk£A, B, B'QA with ...,bk}QB, B'QB, 
q0efG,k, qi, qk£T0 and a regular forest / ? = { . ? 6 T F , | < ? ' ( > ) 1 (['i])} where 
r^Tf and c is an arbitrary vector containing one component ct for each element 
C; of B and a distinct component Cj for each element c} of B'. We have by the 
definition of A' that fli/—<70 ..., bKXD£Z. Furthermore, as Q'(P'I), ••• 
••••> Q'(PK)^<r7\[RI\), by Lemma 7 we have Q'(f(p[, •••, PK))^^1^]) for a suitable 
r£TF... 
If k=0 then let p£e'(p[) be arbitrary, p=f(p). axp^-q follows obviously. 
A 
By pee 'Gtf also f(PKQ'(f(p[,...,p'K)). Thus, p=f(p)£^\[r}). 
If k>-0 then there are trees ..., PtCo'<r1([''i]) with ¿ ^ j => ..., bkpk => qk. 
A A 
From this, by an application of Lemma 6, it follows that there is a tree p£<r71([r J ) _ * _ * * 
with bxp=> qx, ..., bkp => qk. Put p=f(p). Again, we have axp => q. On the other 
A A A 
hand, pGca"1^])- Indeed, let pi£e '(p0 be arbitrary. Then, as oc(p)—ac(p1), 
o'a(/(p))~o'a(/(Pi)) follows by Lemma 7. By / (pOdo^O/ ] ) this means that 
/ O D E F F . - T Y D -
Now we are ready to state the main result of this section: 
Theorem 1. A deterministic top-down tree transducer A preserves regularity 
if and only if ( * ) is not satisfied by A. The regularity preserving property of deter-
ministic top-down transducers is decidable. 
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Proof. The necessity of the first statement of our Theorem is valid by Lemma 1. 
To prove the converse suppose that A = ( F , A, G, a0, I ) does not satisfy condition 
(*) , and take a regular forest RQTF. R is recognizable by a deterministic tree 
automaton B=(F , B, B0). Without loss of generality we may assume that B is 
connected, i.e., for any state b£B there is a tree p£TF with (p)B—b. 
First let B0 be a singleton set, say B0={b0), and take the deterministic top-
down tree transducer A'=(H, AxB, G, (a0, b0), I') where H„={(f, bx, ..., b„)\ 
| / ( E f . , ^ , . . . , ^ * } («—0) 
r = {(a, b)(f, blt ..., bn) - q((ai, bh)xh, ..., (am, b j x j \ 
\m,n^0, a, al5 ..., am£A, bly ..., b„£B, h, ..., im€[n], 
iXtl, •••> amxim)eZ, b = (/)B(^i, &„)}• 
It is not difiicult to see that TA(i?)=TA'(dom Ta-). On the other hand A' does not 
satisfy (*) . By Lemmata 8 and 9, and the fact that linear top-down transducers 
with regular look-ahead preserve regularity (cf. [2], [3]), this implies that T a CR) 
is regular. 
The general case, i.e. when B0 is arbitrary, is reducible to the previous one. 
Indeed, if B={b1, ...,bn} then put Bi=(F, B, {¿»¡}), R—TiBi) 0'€[«])- Obviously, 
n 
t A ( R ) = (J rA( i?,) . As all the t a (7? ; ) are regular and regular forests are closed under 
>=i 
union, it follows that tA(R) is regular, as well. 
The second statement of Theorem 1 is a consequence of the first one because 
it is decidable whether (* ) is satisfied by A. 
As every uniform deterministic top-down transducer is equivalent to a non-
deterministic bottom-up transducer, by the characterization theorem for regularity 
preserving bottom-up transducers in [4], it follows that a uniform deterministic 
top-down transducer preserves regularity if and only if it is equivalent to a linear 
bottom-up transducer. In general, we do not know any similar characterization 
for regularity preserving deterministic top-down transducers. 
3. Nondeterministic top-down tree transducers 
In this section we prove 
Theorem 2. The regularity preserving property of nondeterministic top-down 
tree transducers is undecidable. 
Proof. Let H be an arbitrary type containing unary operational symbols 
only. Take a Post Correspondence Problem (a, P) (a, m>0) and choose 
/ in such a way that |<x,|, |/f,|-=f 0'€[m]). Set F 0 = { # } , F1 = [m] ( M f W = 0 ) , 
F=F0UF1, G0=F0, G1 = F1UHU {/} ( f ^ F ^ H ) , G2={g), G=G0UG1UG2. 
We shall give a top-down tree transformation TQTFX TG such that X preserves 
regularity if and only if (a, P) has no solution. 
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Consider the top-down transducer A1=(F, {aQ, a2, b2, b3}, G, a0, Z) 
with Z consisting of the rules from (1) to (8) where i£[m]: 
(1) a0i - a0xt, 
(2) a0i - g(/(alXl), cciihxj), 2 
«oi - g(/(ai*i)> w(b2xj)) (w£H*, |w| == |a;|, w ^ a,), 
(3) a-Li - f(axXl), 
(4) bxi - ai(b1xj, bji - w(Z?2;q) (wGi/*, |w| S w ^ a,), 
(5 )b2i^w(b2x1) (wfE#*, |w| S a ; , w ^ «;), 
(6) a0i - g(a2x l5 wibsxj) (w£H*, 1 == |w| /), 
«oi - g ( / ( f l 2 ^ i ) , w ( b 3 * i ) ) ( w € # * , H < |w| 0 , 
(7) a 2 i ->• a 2 x 1 ; a 2 i — / ( a 2 x J , 
(8) fc3i - w(&8*,) (we/i*, |a,| == |w| S i ) , 
Denote T a , by -c1. It can be seen that consists of all pairs (J\ . . . / * ( # ) , 
g(fk~J(#), w(#))) where fcsl, wiH*, \w\r=kl and w?±aij+1... ccik. 
Similarly, a top-down tree transducer A2 inducing T2 can be constructed with 
T2 containing the same pairs as with the exception that w?±pi]+1...pik. Taking 
the disjoint sum of Ax and A2 we obtain a top-down transducer A inducing 
T = T 1 U T 2 . 
Assume that (a, P) has a solution. Then let z\... ik be a solution to (a, p) 
with minimal length. Put L={(i1 . . .4)"(#)|nS 0}, w=ocil...<xik(=pil...pik), T=X{L)R\ 
n{g(/ r(#),> t>(#))|rs0, »€#*}, i ?={g( / t o (# ) , w"(#))|n^0}. We are going 
to show that T=R. As the class of regular forests is closed under complementa-
tion and meet, furthermore, the forest {g( / r (# ) , t>(#))|r^0, v£H*} is regular 
while R is not, from this follows that %(L) is not regular. Since L is regular 
this implies that T does not preserve regularity. 
Suppose that g(/*"(#), w"(#))£r(L). Then there exists an integer r ( 0SnSr ) 
with g(/ f c n(#), w"(#))€T((/1...4)n(#)). Therefore, either w" ^ (a,v..aik)" or 
wn^Qih... fiik)n. As I1...4 is a solution to (a, P) both cases yield a contradiction. 
Thus, « i f . To prove the converse suppose that g ( / r ( # ) , t > ( # ) ) $ { g { f k n ( # ) , 
w"(#))j«&0} (r^o, veH*). Let »^max {r, \v\/l) be the least integer divisible 
by k, j1...jn = (i1...ik)n/k. If r is a multiple of k, say r = kt, then v^w', i.e. 
V7±a.Jr+1...c(.jn. If r is not a multiple of k then, as ik was a minimal solution 
to (a, P), jr+1.--jn is not a solution to (a, P). Therefore, either v^c/.jr+i...ajn or 
2 If Pis a unary type and v=f1,..fkiF* then wc denote by v the tree / i ( . . . (A(x 1 ) ) . . . )€ 7V,i 
as well. 
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Moreover, as n^\v\/l, in both cases \v\^ln. This together with 
« > 0 means that g ( f r ( ^ ) , v(t#))£x(j1...jn(#))Qx(L), as was to be proved. 
Next assume that (a, P) has no solution. Then x(L)={g(fr(#), u(#)) |rS0, 
v£H*}—{g(#, # )} holds for any infinite LQTF. Consequently, A preserves 
regularity. 
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